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THANK YOU. Hello everyone. As indicated by the name of this conference, there is a hope that renewable energy solutions will help achieve universal access to modern energy services, but also provide opportunities for empowerment of marginalized individuals, groups and communities.  However we also know that poverty is multidimensional and social hierarchies tend to be very stable and hard to change. There is a ? as to the degree to which electricity access can contribute to more just and equitable societies. 



ELECTRICITY ACCESS & RELATIONS OF POWER 
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Increasing attention is given to the roles of power and politics in energy transitions.My name is Helene and I will present some of my work on power in energy transitions. In 2012, I visited the village Mdete located in the Southern Highlands of Tanzania. In the valley below the village, a new electricity grid had been built by an international NGO. I talked one of the local teachers.  See the lights at night. I feel sad we don’t have electricity, but hopeful to get it. For him, the very tangible and visual impact of electricity had an emotional impact, and it represented development and exclusionThe starting point is that these are FUNDAMENTALLY POLITICAL PROCESSESARENAS FOR STRUGGLEHierarchies are CONTESTED and reproduced



What is the potential for empowerment? 

How do relations of power influence the process? 
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Motivating questionsNeed to develop a conceptualization that allows me to identify how and why power relations are reproduced, as well as when the new technologies may destabilize social hierarchies.



Conceptualizations of power  

Action-theoretical conception 

Constitutive conception – sociotechnical 
systems 

 

Build on the work by Amy Allen, Andrea Nightingale, Steven 
Lukes, Michel Foucault, Madeleine Akrich and others…  
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Needed philosophy of power to develop a consistent theoretical base. Worked to integrate between power as human capacity to act, and power as force fields, webs and constituting social relations, in the tradition that builds on Foucault’s work on power.Need for a sociotechnical understanding of energy systems –to capture the encounter between sociotechnical configurations (artefacts, institutions, actors in networks) and local communities.  



Action-theoretical conception 

Power as originating in human agency: a capacity 

“having power is being able to make or receive 
any change, or to resist it (Lukes 2005: 69) 

Contradictory understandings: power as relation, 
or as resource 



Constitutive power  

Constituting social relations and human—non-human 
interactions 
 
Goes beyond human agency and intention to forces and 
pressures emerging from a multitude of interactions 
 
Can emerge from non-human ‘actants’ or at the level of 
‘networks’ 
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REPRESENT TENSION HUMAN AGENCY – PRESSURES MULTIPLICITY OF INTERACTIONSNON-HUMAN ELEMENTS, SYSTEMIC PROPERTIESInteresting parallel to complex system thinkingIn RE processes: we can expect MULTIPLE WORKINGS OF POWER 



Resulting understanding of power…  

…as relational, situated, contingent and productive.  
…as practices 
…as emergent pressures from complex systems 
...as encoded into and embodied in artefacts & 
infrastructures 
...with domination and empowerment always in tension 



Methods in Mawengi Case study 

3 months 2012-2013  
Total of 142 interviews 
Group discussions 
Observation 
Sharing of preliminary results 
Document analysis 
Informal interactions 
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connections 2014: 1,200 

Daily average consumption:  
80 kW Peak:200 kW 
min 40kW  - max 260kW 
Total transformers: 26 
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INFRASTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT



System design System configuration 

Objectives & 
strategy 

Access 

Outcomes 

Societal impact 

Use 
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So, I identify locations of power, material, symbolic and discursive domains where power relations are either stabilized, destabilized or both. I will give some examples. 



A 

B C 

D 

E 
F 

G 

Collective and 
supportive actions 
that enable access & 
use 

The logic & shaping of the process 
 align with and contest existing 
social order 

Existing distribution of 
resources 
        Division of labour 

 Decision-making influence 
 Dominant discourses 

& institutions 

Translation from plans 
to practice: ‘actants’ 
and ‘script’ 
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Established a local utility with regulation that prevents local institutional leaders from having positions in the local membership organization. Responded to the demand from upstream villagesWorked with local elite and had no gender strategy, but also friction as women took leadership positions and a revolving fund made it easier for low income families to connect. Enforced payments by disconnecting customers, also local elite.Changed the employment/local economy situationEnhanced cash flow for allNew places of power: the office and visibility of the lightsIncreased sense of poverty, but enhanced social mobility. The village became a town.



labour—time—resources 
Shift the discourse on value  

 
New and shifting identities 

and meaning of space 
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Points of friction identified where the multiplicity of changes accumulate to enhance human capacity, create unexpected and anticipated opportunities, interactions and effects beyond the control of individual actors. TOGETHER CHANGES BEYOND INDIVIDUAL CONTROL DESTABILISATION.



A 

B C 

D 

E 
F 

G 

Collective and 
supportive actions 
that enable access & 
use 

The logic & shaping of the process 
 align with and contest existing 
social order 

Existing distribution of 
resources 
        Division of labour 

 Decision-making influence 
 Dominant discourses 

& institutions 

Translation from plans 
to practice: ‘actants’ 
and ‘script’ 

Enhanced productive powers 
Time—labour—resources  
Shifts in the discourse on  

value & knowledge 
Changing work organization 
Mobility & everyday use of 

spaces 

Shifts in identities & 
meaning of spaces 

Material and social 
repositioning: 
individuals (social 
mobility) & community 
(place-in-the-world)  
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Established a local utility with regulation that prevents local institutional leaders from having positions in the local membership organization. Responded to the demand from upstream villagesWorked with local elite and had no gender strategy, but also friction as women took leadership positions and a revolving fund made it easier for low income families to connect. Enforced payments by disconnecting customers, also local elite.Changed the employment/local economy situationEnhanced cash flow for allNew places of power: the office and visibility of the lightsIncreased sense of poverty, but enhanced social mobility. The village became a town.



DYNAMIC OUTCOMES 
• Individual level: social mobility increased 
• Group level: Growing gap between rich and 

poor 
• System level: positive feedbacks emerge; 

local arena for negotiation and learning 
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THE GENERAL PATTERN, REPRODUCED SOCIAL INEQUALITY, GROWING INCOME GAP. REPOSITIONED EMOTIONALLY, MATERIALLY, ECONOMICALLY, NETWORK-WISE, COMMUNICATION-WISE, SYMBOLICALLY A DIVIDING LINE SHIFTING TO WITHIN THE VILLAGE.



A 

B C 

D 

E 
F 

G 

Shifts in identities & 
meaning of spaces 

Changing work organization 

Mobility & everyday use of spaces 

Enhanced productive powers 

Time—labour—resources  

Shifts in the discourse on  
value & knowledge 

Collective and 
supportive actions 
that enable access 
& use 

Material and social 
repositioning: individuals 
(social mobility) & community 
(place-in-the-world)  

The logic & shaping of the process  align 
with and contest existing social order 

Existing distribution of resources 

        Division of labour 

 Decision-making influence 

 Dominant discourses & 
institutions 

Translation from plans to 
practice: ‘actants’ and ‘script’ 

Knowledges and 
ontologies 

Everyday lives 

System 
configurations 

Access and 
entitlements 
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To zoom out to a more generic understanding of where is the power we characterize four “locations” in resource governance processes. These are (a) knowledges and ontologies shaping the process; (b) the contingent manifestation of the process in dynamic systems configurations; (c) access and entitlements; and (d) the everyday lives of people To conclude, the engagement with power theory has helped me better understand the processes and strategies that can lead to positive change, as well as identify what domains and interfaces that offer more potential for destabilization of social hierarchies. 



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING! 
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